
 

 

  

 
 

 

Morgen Drasnin                       Speaker, Soulful Wealth Coach 

Some of Morgen’s most popular talks… 
 
How to Get to the Root of What’s Holding Back Your Wealth 
 
This highly experiential talk gives the audience deep insights into old 
patterns and beliefs around money that can create an invisible income 
ceiling. By recognizing and clearing this money paradigm, struggle and “hard 
work” are released, money-making creative energy is unleashed, and a 
higher level of wealth receptivity emerges. 
 
The Power of Setting an Outrageous Income Goal 
 
In this engaging and experiential talk, Morgen leads audience members 
through a process that precisely identifies the limiting beliefs holding them 
back from their income goals. After clearing these beliefs using a powerful 
mind-body technique, Morgen reveals the key secrets to setting and 
achieving big income goals. 
 
Turn Up the Heat to Ignite Your Income 
 
Did you know you have an internal thermostat that regulates the amount of 
money you receive? In this talk, audience members quickly identify their 
internal blocks to higher income, and experience a simple but powerful 
technique to raise their wealth “set point” for a greater flow of financial 
reward. 
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In her talk “How to Get 
to the Root of What’s 
Holding Back Your 
Wealth,” Morgen shed 
light on our inner 
money programming 
and the 5 types of 
money. She guided us 
through an amazing 
experiential process 
to reveal hidden vows, 
turn off the fight-or-
flight response, and so 
much more. 
 

Jane Lorenz, Host 
From Dysfunction to Fun 

Summit 

Morgen Drasnin  
wants to live in a world where money flows, time and freedom are 
abundant, and passion is the primary reason for doing anything. 
 
As a Soulful Wealth Coach and angel therapy practitioner, she’s trained 
with luminaries Margaret Lynch, Doreen Virtue and don Miguel Ruiz, 
and has been a featured speaker on telesummits, BlogTalkRadio, and 
stages throughout Southern California. 
 
When she’s not coaching enlightened entrepreneurs to clear their inner 
programming around money and skyrocket their income, you might 
find her traveling, joyfully planting succulents, or rescuing a dog from 
an animal shelter. 
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Morgen’s inner wealth talks are designed to help you… 
 
• Learn how past financial setbacks and earliest beliefs about money are affecting your income now 
• Uncover hidden triggers that literally shut off the flow of money to your business 
• Clear old beliefs, emotions, and ingrained responses to money, so you can make more of it 
• Develop the confidence to present your work boldly to the world and charge what your worth 

As seen on… 


